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Characteristics of Legal 
S h l hiScholarship

• ThesisThesis
• Originality

I t• Importance
• Timeliness
• Development



ThesisThesis

• Identifies and resolves a problem orIdentifies and resolves a problem or 
dispute



OriginalityOriginality
• Not duplicative, andp ,

– Presents all or one of the following

• New Issue

• New Approach

• New Context• New Context

• New Solution



ImportanceImportance

• Article has breadth

• Article has depthp

• Issue/Solution long-lasting, not interim

• Article is useful

• New theory is offered



TimelinessTimeliness

• Topic will peak interest

• Topic unlikely to be duplicative



DevelopmentDevelopment 

• Article reviews relevant literature

• Article refers to relevant theories & 
approachesapproaches

A th it d ff ti l• Authority used effectively 



Development Cont’dDevelopment Cont d

• Authority used effectively y y
– Read primary authority directly

If article is interdisciplinary use authority in that– If article is interdisciplinary, use authority in that 
discipline, not summaries in law review articles

– Check credibility of newspaper articles & 
websites

– Read studies and surveys critically

B li it b t ti d– Be explicit about your assumptions and 
inferences

S l i d



The Process of Scholarly Writinge ocess o Sc o a y t g

• Prewriting: Writer Oriented Stageg g
– Finding a Topic
– Narrowing a Topic by Finding a Problem
– Developing a Thesis by Finding a Solution

• Drafting
O– Outlining

– Drafting
• Rewriting: Reader Oriented Stage• Rewriting: Reader Oriented Stage

– Assessing Content and Organization
– PolishingPolishing



Topic to ThesisTopic to Thesis

• Topic: legal repercussions of an oilTopic: legal repercussions of an oil 
spill

• Narrowed Topic: secret damages 
t th t ltagreements that result

• Thesis: such agreements should be 
prohibited because. . . .p



Topic to ThesisTopic to Thesis
• Topic: In vitro fertilization suitsTopic: In vitro fertilization suits

• Narrowed: Such suits usually fail• Narrowed: Such suits usually fail 
because the law lacks a category of 
injury suited to the harm some in vitroinjury suited to the harm some in vitro 
parents suffer, like embryo switching or 
wrong sperm.g p

• Thesis: Courts must recognize a newThesis: Courts must recognize a new 
injury, procreative injury, to secure 
justice for these individuals.



Narrowing a Topic

• Explore levels of generalityp g y

• Take a problem solving approach• Take a problem solving approach



Narrowing Topics Cont’dNarrowing Topics Cont d

• Explore the legal context
St t t hi t– Statutory history

– Analogous statutes
– Administrative regulations
– Lower court decisions
– Analogous issues in related areas of law



Narrowing Focus Cont’dNarrowing Focus Cont d

• Explore types of legal argumentsExplore types of legal arguments

A t f d t– Arguments from precedent
– Interpretative arguments
– Normative arguments
– Institutional arguments
– Practical arguments



Narrowing focus Cont’dNarrowing focus Cont d

E l th S i l C t t• Explore the Social Context

■ Determine if other disciplines are 
relevant.



Finding SolutionsFinding Solutions

• Identify solutionsIdentify solutions

T t S l ti i t h th ti l• Test Solutions against hypotheticals

• Modify if necessary



Organizing: Dump ListsOrganizing: Dump Lists
• List all your topics and ideasy p

• Group related pointsp p

• Separate into issues and sub-issues

• Discard the irrelevant

• Play with the order



Casenote or Comment OutlineCase ote o Co e t Out e

• IntroductionIntroduction

• BackgroundBackground

• Statement of the Case (casenote)• Statement of the Case (casenote)

• Analysis• Analysis

C l i• Conclusion



IntroductionIntroduction

• Introduce and explain why the topic is p y p
important

• Briefly summarize necessary background 
information

• Narrow the topic to one problem

• State your Thesis, that is, your solution to 
the problemthe problem

• Describe the organization of the paper



THE LANHAM ACT: KEEPING PACE WITH 
TECHNOLOGY

Marguerite S. Dougherty

I t d tiIntroduction

Electronic commerce has exploded in 
recent years. As a result of the 
Internet's astounding growth, 
intellectual property offenses have 
been magnified. While patent and Background 

on Topic & copyright issues of infringement and 
piracy have arisen from Internet 
activity, trademark piracy dominates 
the Internet cases in the courts The

on Topic & 
Its Import

the Internet cases in the courts. The 
proliferation of Internet trademark 
offenses surprised both government 
and businessand business. 



Internet technology has engendered aInternet technology has engendered a 
variety of new trademark offenses 
including dilution, infringement, unfair 
competition and false advertising basedcompetition and false advertising based 
upon the appropriation of another's 
trademark as a domain name. These new 
offenses also include trademarkoffenses also include trademark 
appropriation based upon metatagging, 
hyperlinking, framing and keyword 
triggering These offenses often present

Topic
triggering. These offenses often present 
cases of first impression for our courts. 
The nature of the Internet, and its 
continually expanding capabilities togethercontinually expanding capabilities together 
with its unregulated nature, will present 
greater challenges in trademark law for 

tyears to come. 



The Lanham Act is the codification of federal 
t d k l d th i hi l f thtrademark law and the primary vehicle for the 
enforcement of trademark rights of either 
registered or unregistered marks. The most 
significant threshold issue in the enforcementsignificant threshold issue in the enforcement 
of trademark rights, in controversies arising 
from electronic contacts in cyberspace, is that 
of personal jurisdiction. Although the Supremeof personal jurisdiction. Although the Supreme 
Court has long recognized that personal 
jurisdiction exists over a non-resident, the 
exercise of personal jurisdiction over a non-

Narrowing 
the Topic

resident has recently been the cause of 
extensive litigation. Of the recent personal 
jurisdiction decisions issued by the federal 

h hi d h dcourts, more than one-third have centered on 
trademark cases derived from Internet use. As 
a result, courts have, at least superficially, 
tried to fit this new electronic medium into thetried to fit this new electronic medium into the 
existing personal jurisdiction analysis. 



Presence on the Internet is electronic, not physical, 

The Problem

making the traditional analysis of contacts inapplicable. 
The traditional personal jurisdiction analysis applied in 
Internet trademark cases has resulted in a body of law 
that lacks clarity, consistency and uniformity. This lackthat lacks clarity, consistency and uniformity. This lack 
of uniformity undermines the policy of the Lanham Act, 
which was drafted to promote national uniformity in 
trademark law, simplify registration procedures and 
f t d l ti ffoster speedy resolution of cases. 

Congress would best serve these goals by enacting an

Th S l ti

Congress would best serve these goals by enacting an 
amendment to the Lanham Act providing for nationwide 
jurisdiction in controversies arising from electronic use 
of a mark or trade name on the Internet. Such an 

d t ld id l it i ll I t tThe Solution amendment would provide clarity, give all Internet 
users and operators "fair warning," and would permit 
an already over-burdened judicial system to 
concentrate on the new substantive issues presented p
by trademark piracy, infringement, false advertising and 
dilution on the Internet. 



The Roadmap
The Note posits that analyzing personal jurisdiction in 
trademark Internet controversies by using a framework 
founded on physical contacts is inappropriate, because 
its uneven application to an electronic medium by theits uneven application to an electronic medium by the 
courts defeats the national uniformity policy of the 
Lanham Act. Part I provides an overview of the 
Internet. Part II examines trademark issues arising 

Four 
Background 

S

from Internet use. Part III examines the existing 
jurisdictional framework and the tests derived by 
the Supreme Court and surveys federal court 
decisions applying those tests to trademark issues1Sections decisions applying those tests to trademark issues 
and the Internet. Part IV reviews trademark 
legislative history and the national uniformity 
policy of trademark law that has been tested by 

t d i i d d d b C P t V 3court decisions and amended by Congress. Part V 
proposes a statutory solution to clarify personal 
jurisdiction in trademark controversies arising 
from the Internet and discusses the benefits and 

Analysis
in 3 Parts

2 3

arguable disadvantages of a statutory enactment. 
This Note concludes that the policy of federal 
trademark law would best be served by an amendment 
to the Lanham Act expressly authorizing nationwide

Conclusion
to the Lanham Act expressly authorizing nationwide 
personal jurisdiction in infringement, dilution, unfair 
competition and false advertising controversies arising 
from electronic contacts on the Internet. 



BackgroundBackground

• Describe the genesis of the subjectDescribe the genesis of the subject

• Describe the changes that have developedDescribe the changes that have developed 
and the reasons for the changes

• Describe where things are now and why 
further change is needed (this could go into u t e c a ge s eeded (t s cou d go to
the analysis)

• Divide into parts if necessary



Statement of the CaseStatement of the Case

• Include the relevant factsInclude the relevant facts

• Include the procedural historyInclude the procedural history

• Include the court’s holding and reasoning at• Include the court s holding and reasoning at 
each level, as well as the reasoning of 
dissenting or concurring opinionsd sse t g o co cu g op o s



Organization of AnalysisOrganization of Analysis

• Large-scale Organization • Small-scale Organizationg g

– Discuss Major Issues – Introduce and Conclude 
on each issue

– Separate Issues & 
Sub issues

on each issue

– Present your argument 
Sub-issues

– Order Issues Logically

and rebut opposing 
arguments

Order Issues Logically
– Use organizational 

paradigms where 
appropriateappropriate



Comparative ParadigmsComparative Paradigms

• Alternating Pattern • Divided PatternAlternating Pattern
• Thesis Statement

– Point One

Divided Pattern
• Thesis Statement

– Alternative A
• Alternative A
• Alternative B

– Point Two

• Point One
• Point Two
• Point Three

• Alternative A
• Alternative B

– Point Three

– Alternative B
• Point One
• Point Two– Point Three

• Alternative A
• Alternative B

• Point Two
• Point Three



Problem/Solution PatternProblem/Solution Pattern

• Identify and explain problemIdentify and explain problem

Id tif d l i l ti• Identify and explain solution

• Explain how and why solution solves 
problemp



ConclusionConclusion

• Restate Thesis

• Summarize Major Points



Drafting

• Consider your audienceConsider your audience
• Freewrite

W it i d f• Write in order of ease
• Reread
• Stop before you’re stuck
• ReviseRevise



RevisingRevising

Revise in StagesRevise in Stages

F fi t l iFocus first on analysis
Then assess large-scale organization
Go on to small-scale organization
Check paragraph unity and cohesionCheck paragraph unity and cohesion
Do sentence level revision
P f d t t d it tiProofread text and citations



FootnotesFootnotes

• Attribution Footnotes

• Textual Footnotes



Textual FootnotesTextual Footnotes

• Provide an example definition orProvide an example, definition, or 
illustration

• Clarify or qualify an assertion

• Share an anecdote or insightg



Attribution FootnotesAttribution  Footnotes

You must acknowledge all your sources toYou must acknowledge all your sources to 
avoid accusations of plagiarism and to 
show you are familiar with the relevantshow you are familiar with the relevant 
literature.



•Plagiarism: Taking the words or ideas of 
another and passing them off as your own.g y

Related Academic Offenses:Related Academic Offenses:
- Using Fabricated Materials
- Altering Research Materials
- Not checking original materials cited in 

another source for misrepresentation



Intent is not always considered a y
necessary element of plagiarism.

• Many regard negligent or reckless y g g g
appropriation of another’s work as plagiarism, 
even when it is the inadvertent product of p
careless research and note-taking.



Possible Sanctions
Suspension
Probation
Failing Grade on paper or in courseFailing Grade on paper or in course
Disciplinary Letter in student’s file
O l R i dOral Reprimand
Any other appropriate penalty or combination 

of penalties



What to DocumentWhat to Document

▪ In many fields, common knowledge need not be documented.

▪ Common knowledge is factual information in the public domain▪ Common knowledge is factual information in the public domain, 
such as birth and death dates, and generally accepted dates of 
historical events.

▪ In law school papers, however, common knowledge must be 
cited that is every assertion of law or fact needs a citecited, that is, every assertion of law or fact needs a cite.

▪ You also need cites if you copy string cites or parenthetical 
descriptions of authority.



What Doesn’t Need DocumentationWhat Doesn t Need Documentation

• Pure Argument or OpinionPure Argument or Opinion

T i & T iti S t• Topic & Transition Sentences

• Conclusions



How to Handle Direct Quotation
▪Provide a footnote for borrowed language whether the 
source is print or electronic, published or unpublished.

▪Use quotation marks for quotes less than 50 words.

▪Use block quotes for quotes more than 50 words.q q

▪Use brackets or ellipses for altered quotes.Use brackets or ellipses for altered quotes.



Altered Quotations

• Changing 3 words from a quote does not change a 
direct quotation into a paraphrase.  

• The paraphrase is really an altered quotation that 
should use brackets for the changed languageshould use brackets for the changed language, 
ellipses for omissions, and quotation marks. 



Altered Quotations: BracketsAltered Quotations: Brackets
▪ Keep the quotation marks, but bracket [ ] the

▪an addition of one character,
h i▪changes in case, 

▪a clarifying insertion, and 
▪an editorial comment▪an editorial comment.

▪ Example: The Constitution “indisputably▪ Example: The Constitution indisputably 
entitle[s] a criminal defendant to ‘a jury 
determination that [he] is guilty of every elementdetermination that [he] is guilty of every element 
with which he is charged.’”



Altered Quotation: EllipsisAltered Quotation: Ellipsis

▪Use an ellipsis where one or more words are 
excised (but not at the beginning of a sentence).  
A space should go between each dot (. . .)
▪Midsentence ellipsis: Use three ellipsis dots p p
and omit any punctuation that appeared on 
either side of the elided matter, unless it is 
grammatically needed: “Once a prima facie 
case is established, . . . the burden shifts to the 
defendant . . . to produce rebuttal evidence.” 



Ellipsis, cont’dp ,

▪ End sentence ellipsis: Use a 4th dot toEnd sentence ellipsis: Use a 4th dot to 
indicate an omission at the end of a sentence: 
“Once a prima facie case is establishedOnce a prima facie case is established,. . . 
the burden shifts to the defendant. . . .”

▪ Paragraph ellipsis: If a full paragraph is 
itt d t 3 id l d lli i d tomitted, center 3 widely spaced ellipsis dots 

on a separate line, then indent and continue 
th t tithe quotation.



The Hard CaseThe Hard Case
Must you footnote a few words?

•Some texts suggest you attribute any passage 
3 words or longer.  Others say 7 words.  For law 
school papers, the best rule is to use quotation 
marks whenever quoting 3 or more words.  If 
the language is distinctive, use quotation marks 
even if it is only a single word.



When to Acknowledge a ParaphraseWhen to Acknowledge a Paraphrase

▪ Acknowledge any paraphrase of someone 
else’s ideaelse s idea.

A k l d h▪ Acknowledge a source when your own 
analysis or conclusion builds on that source

▪ Acknowledge when a source you have used g y
relies in turn on a source.



How to Acknowledge a Paraphrase

▪ Introduce your paraphrase by referring to theIntroduce your paraphrase by referring to the 
author or the work, so the reader knows where it 
begins: One commentator notes. . . .begins: One commentator notes. . . .

P id f t t▪ Provide a footnote.

▪ Change words and sentence structure to 
ensure the material is not a direct quotation.  q
Remember there must be a significant change of 
words and organization to be a paraphrase.



Ackno ledging a Paraphrase cont’dAcknowledging a Paraphrase, cont’d

• Include full footnotes in your very first draft to• Include full footnotes in your very first draft to 
avoid inadvertent plagiarism.  

• Don’t use Id. and supra because as you cut 
and paste, they become inaccurate and can 
lead to false attribution or lost authority.



• Test YourselfTest Yourself. 
• Do the exercises at the following websites.

• http://plagiarism.arts.cornell.edu/tutorial/principles.cfm

• http://www.lib.usm.edu/legacy/plag/plagiarismtutorial.php


